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Abstract

Planetary rover should be designed so that it can travel
on uneven terrains robustly under several limitations such
as size, weight, costs, etc. However, it is difficult to get
precise or whole terrain information beforehand to check
the performance of the designed rover.

In this paper, we propose a simulation model of uneven
terrains based on fractional Brownian motions (fBm’s) for
evaluating traversability of mobile robots. Using fBm
model, one can generate various terrain models by chang-
ing only two parameters. We modeled two different ter-
rains by using fBm and checked statistical traversability of
a robot with different wheel sizes and body configurations
in computer simulation. To validate the effectiveness of the
fBm model, we conducted real experiments with a wheeled
mobile robot. Probabilities that the robot can travel a cer-
tain distance well agreed with the simulation results.

The proposed method would be useful to find a guideline
for designing planetary rovers and some new rover mecha-
nisms that can travel on uneven terrains robustly.

1 Introduction
Planetary rover should be designed so that it can travel

on uneven terrains robustly under several limitations such
as size, weight, costs, etc. However, it is almost impos-
sible to design a rover that can traverse a target terrain
with 100% probability without getting stuck, because it is
difficult to get precise terrain information beforehand and
check the performance of the designed rover.

To evaluate traversability of planetary rovers in com-
puter simulation, we need a rover dynamics model, a
precise terrain model, and an accurate contact dynamics
model between them. Yoshida et al.[6] studied a motion
dynamics simulation model of rovers on uneven natural
terrains. They discussed wheel traction model but mod-
eling of terrains was not considered. Since the roughness
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Figure 1: Flow of the proposed method

of terrains may vary from place to place even on the same
planet, traversability should be checked on variety of ter-
rains. Fractal theory shows that fractional Brownian mo-
tion (fBm’s) can mathematically represent complex shapes
in nature, such as coastlines, clouds and mountains[3][4].
Yoshikawa and Nishiguchi[7][8] used fBm to extrapolate
an imperfect image of the moon surface to determine the
best landing point. To our best knowledge, however, fBm
has not been used for terrain modeling to evaluate the
traversability of rovers.

In this paper, we propose a simulation model of uneven
terrains based on fractional Brownian motions (fBm’s) for
evaluating traversability of mobile robots. Using fBm
model, one can generate various terrain models by chang-
ing only two parameters. We modeled two different ter-
rains by using fBm and checked statistical traversability of
a robot with different wheel sizes and body configurations
in computer simulation. To validate the effectiveness of the
fBm model, we conducted real experiments with a wheeled
mobile robot. Probabilities that the robot can travel a cer-
tain distance well agreed with the simulation results.

2 Outline of the proposed method
2.1 Designing a robust rover

Developing a rover and sending it to a target planet need
a lot of costs. Therefore, planet rovers must have high
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Figure 2: Preliminary results with 2-D simulation

traversability on the terrain of the target planet in order to
make the mission successful. However, it is impossible to
check the traversability in advance on the target planet. In
such a situation, we propose to use a terrain model using
fBm.

Figure 1 illustrates a flow of the proposed method. We
assume that partial terrain data can be obtained from, for
example, a satellite orbiting the target planet. Instead of
using this real terrain data, we make an fBm terrain model
that approximates this real terrain. Using fBm terrain mod-
els, we can evaluate the traversability of the designed rover
many times in computer simulation and redesign the rover
if necessary. After we make sure that the designed rover
can traverse the terrain robustly, we can actually send the
rover to the target planet.

2.2 Why not real terrain data?

One might argue that why we do not use the real terrain
data. As shown in the following section, fBm model can
represent various terrains by only two parameters. As men-
tioned above, it is impossible to obtain whole terrain data
in advance. Checking only on the partial terrain data might
not be enough to ensure the robust traversability. On the
other hand, the fBm model can generate a variety of ter-
rains by introducing random numbers. To make the rover
robust, we might also want to check the traversability on a
terrain that is a little rougher than the real one. It is easy to
make such a terrain model by changing the parameters.

Figure 2 shows the simulation results of our preliminary
research using 2-dimentional terrain models[5]. We tested
two different wheel diameters on various terrain models
by changing two parameters, σ and H . One can see that
the success rate to traverse a certain distance becomes
low when increasing σ or decreasing H , and larger wheel
shows higher traversability. From this kind of simulation
studies, one can design a rover that is statically guaranteed
to traverse the target terrain under the size and weight con-
straints.

3 Terrain Modeling by fBm
3.1 Fractional Brownian motion (fBm)

Fractional Brownian motion (fBm) is one of the most
effective mathematical models for representing natural ter-
rains such as Mars and a mountain range[3]. The fBm can
be represented as a random function of time, V (t), which
spectrum density S(f) is given by

S(f) =
σ2

f2H+1
, (1)

where f denotes frequency, σ is the standard deviation of
the Gaussian distribution, and H (0 < H < 1) is called
Hurst Parameter. Parameter H determines the characteris-
tic of undulation and σ determines the amplitude of undu-
lation.

The spectrum approximation method is a method to gen-
erate a random function that agrees with the required spec-
trum density based on eq.(1). Suppose that the goal fBm
can be decomposed to N finite sequence of numbers, Vk.
By using discrete Fourier transformation, Vk can be given
by

Vk =
1
N

N−1∑
j=0

vje
2πifjtk , (2)

where vj denotes complex Fourier coefficients.

Therefore, if we want to make a sequence of numbers
of fBm which spectrum density is given by eq.(1), each
coefficient vj must satisfy the following equation:

E(|vj |2) =
σ2

f2H+1
j

, (3)

where E(·) denotes expectation value. Once the coefficient
vj that satisfies eq.(3) is selected, the goal fBm sequence
can be obtained by using discrete inverse Fourier transfor-
mation.

3.2 Modeling of 3D terrains
Although fBm is originally a function of time V (t), it is

possible to use fBm for modeling 3D terrains by extending
it to a function with two variables. Suppose that the height
of 3D terrains is given by a function of two dimensional
horizontal position as Z = Z(x, y). If this Z(x, y) has the
statistical characteristic of fBm, it can model the natural
3D terrains.

Let S(u, v) be the spectral density function of Z(x, y),
where (u, y) denotes spatial frequencies corresponding to
(x, y). Extending eq.(1), S(u, v) must satisfy the following
equation[3]:

S(u, v) =
σ2

(u2 + v2)H+1
. (4)
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Figure 3: 3D uneven terrain model by fBm

Suppose that Z(x, y) can be decomposed to N ×
N finite sequence of numbers, Z(xj , yk) (xj , yk =
0, 1/N, 2/N, · · · , (N − 1)/N). Then it can be given by

Z(xj , yk) =
1

N2

N−1∑
l=0

N−1∑
m=0

zlme2πi(ulxj+vmyk). (5)

To model the 3D uneven terrains, we can set a random
function zjk that satisfies the following equation:

E(|zjk|2) =
σ2

(u2
j + v2

k)H+1
. (6)

Once the coefficient zjk is determined, Z(x, y) can be ob-
tained by discrete inverse Fourier transformation.

Similarly to the previous case, two parameters, H and σ,
determine the characteristic of the terrain. Figure 3 shows
an example of terrain model using fBm.

3.3 Parameter identification from real terrain
data

As we mentioned in the previous section, we use fBm
terrain models that approximate the real target terrain in
order to check the traversability of the rover in computer
simulation. To construct a fBm model that represents the
real terrain, we need to identify the parameters H and σ.

Taking logarithm of both sides of eq.(4), we get

log10 S(u, v) = log10 σ2 − (H + 1) log10(u
2 + v2). (7)

Namely, when we plot S(u, v) and (u2 + v2) of a fBm
model on a log-log graph, we have a line with inclination
of −(H + 1) and intercept of log10 σ2. Therefore, to iden-
tify the parameters, we first plot the power spectrum den-
sities of the target terrain on a log-log graph as shown in
Fig.4. Then, we get a regression line from these plots and
estimate H and σ from the inclination and intercept of this
regression line.

Power spectrum density of the real terrain can be ob-
tained from the Fourier coefficients of the terrain data as
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Figure 4: Parameter estimation from the real terrain data
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Figure 5: Three components of the reaction force

follows:

S(u, v) =
1

N4
{|zj,k|2 + |zN−j,N−k|2 + |zj,N−k|2

+ |zN−j,k|2} (j, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,
N

2
). (8)

4 Dynamics of Wheeled Mobile Robots
4.1 Contact dynamics of wheels and terrains

It is very important to analyze contact dynamics between
wheels and the terrain in order to obtain precise simulation
results.

Contact dynamics on uneven terrains is more complex
than that for flat terrains. In this section, we will extend
the method by Gim and Nikravesh[1] to the uneven terrain
case. First, we assume that the wheel shape is column.
Next, we decompose the reaction force from the ground
into three components, longitudinal force, lateral force and

(i, j)-th sectoral element

j = 1;ÅÅÅ;M

i-th disk

i = 1;ÅÅÅ; N

Figure 6: Dividing the wheel into small elements
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Figure 7: Calculation of the contact normal force

contact normal force, as shown in Fig.5. To calculate reac-
tion forces, we will divide the wheel into small elements as
shown in Fig.6. Each wheel is first divided into N disks to
calculate longitudinal and lateral forces. Then, each disk is
divided into M sectoral elements to calculate contact nor-
mal forces.

Calculating contact normal force

In this paper, we assume that the wheel is elastic and it is
deformed when it comes in contact with the terrain. Con-
tact normal force is calculated from the penetration area of
the wheel into the terrain. Although contact normal can be
obtained uniquely on a flat surface, it is difficult to obtain
the contact normal on an uneven terrain. To calculate the
contact normal force, we first calculate the contact force
from each sectoral element as shown in Fig.7.

Let Vij be the penetration volume of (i, j)-th sectoral
element. Letting R be the radius of the wheel and Rm(i,j)

be the averaged distance from the wheel axis to the terrain
surface within the (i, j)-th element, Vij is given by

Vij =
1
2
(R2 − R2

m(i,j))φd, (9)

where φ denotes the central angle of the sectoral element
and d means the width of the element. Then, the amount
of wheel deformation hij is given by

hij =
Vij

Rφd
. (10)

The contact normal force at (i, j)-th sectoral element,
fv(ij), is obtained from the following equation:

fv(i,j) = (Kvhij + Dvḣij)eij , (11)

where Kv and Dv are stiffness and viscosity parameters
of the wheel, respectively, and eij denotes the unit vector
directing from the contact surface of (i, j)-th sectoral ele-
ment to the wheel axis.

Calculating longitudinal and lateral forces

To calculate longitudinal and lateral forces, we extend the
method by Gim and Nikravesh[1] to the uneven terrain
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Figure 8: Calculation of the longitudinal and lateral forces

case. Here, each wheel is divided in to thin disks and lon-
gitudinal and lateral forces are calculated on each disk.

Unlike the flat surface case, the wheel may have multiple
contact sections when contacting with uneven terrains as
shown in Fig.8(a). Let Ni be the number of these contact
sections of i-th disk. We apply the method by Gim and
Nikravesh[1] to each section, and then calculate the total
forces by summing the contributions from all disks. The
detail of the method is described as follows.

STEP 1
Let vt(i,k) be the tangential component of the vehicle ve-
locity at k-th contact section of i-th disk, and let vy be
the lateral component of the vehicle velocity. Letting
v′t(i,k) = −vt(i,k) be the reverse velocity, slip ratio St(i,k)

and lateral slip ratio Sα(i,k) at k-th contact section of i-th
disk can be obtained by

St(i,k) =

{
(v′t(i,k) − vw)/v′t(i,k) (v′t(i,k) > vw)
(v′t(i,k) − vw)/vw (v′t(i,k) < vw) (12)

and

Sα(i,k) =
{ | tan α(i,k)| (vt(i,k) > vw)

(1 − |St(i,k)|)| tanα(i,k)| (vt(i,k) < vw) (13)

where vw = Rω denotes tangential velocity of the wheel
due to the wheel rotation ω and α(i,k) = tan−1(vy/vt(i,k))
means the slip angle at k-th contact section of i-th disk.

STEP 2
From the contact normal force at k-th contact section of
i-th disk, fv(i,k) = |fv(i,k)|, critical slip ratio S∗

t(i,k) and
critical lateral slip ratio S∗

α(i,k) can be obtained by the fol-
lowing equations:

S∗
t(i,k) = 3µx

fv(i,k)

Ct
, (14)

S∗
α(i,k) = 3µy

fv(i,k)

Cα
, (15)

where µx and µy are longitudinal and lateral friction co-
efficients, and Ct and Cα denote wheel stiffness against
longitudinal and lateral deformations, respectively.



Then, adhesion ratios in longitudinal and lateral direc-
tions at k-th contact section, lnt(i,k) and lnα(i,k), can be
obtained by the following equations:

lnt(i,k) = 1 − |St(i,k)|
S∗

t(i,k)

, (16)

lnα(i,k) = 1 − |Sα(i,k)|
S∗

α(i,k)

. (17)

STEP 3
Finally, longitudinal and lateral forces at k-th contact sec-
tion can be obtained by the following equations:

ft(i,k) =




Ct|St(i,k)|l2nt(i,k) + µxfv(i,k)(1 − 3l2nt(i,k)

+ 2l3nt(i,k)) (lnt(i,k) > 0),
µxfv(i,k) (lnt(i,k) = 0),

(18)

fα(i,k) =




Cα|Sα(i,k)|l2nα(i,k) + µyfv(i,k)(1 − 3l2nα(i,k)

+ 2l3nα(i,k)) (lnα(i,k) > 0),
µyfv(i,k) (lnα(i,k) = 0).

(19)

STEP 4
We iterate the calculations of eqs.(18) and (19) for all k
(k = 1, · · · , Ni) of i-th disk and iterate them for all disks
(i = 1, · · · , N). Summing the all contributions up, we get
the total longitudinal and lateral forces.

4.2 Contact dynamics of rover body and terrains
On an uneven terrain, the rover body may contact with

the terrain. Here, we show the way of calculating reaction
forces applying to the rover body from the terrain when the
rover body is colliding with the terrain.

Reaction forces have three directions, i.e. vertical
(z-direction), longitudinal (x-direction), and lateral (y-
direction) direction. Here, we will consider only vertical
and longitudinal components and neglect lateral one. Sim-
ilarly to calculating contact normal forces at the wheel, we
divide the body into small columns and calculate the pen-
etration volume in each column. As shown in Fig.9(a),
the body is divided vertically along with z-axis to get the
vertical component, while it is divided horizontally along
with x-axis to get the longitudinal component as shown in
Fig.9(b).

Letting Lmv(i) and Lml(j) (l = R(right) or L(left)) be
the averaged penetration depth of i-th vertical column and
j-th longitudinal column, respectively, the reaction force
on each column can be obtained by

f bv(i) = (KbvLmv(i) + DbvL̇mv(i))ebv(i), (20)

f bl(j) = (KblLml(j) + DblL̇ml(j))ebl(j), (21)

x

. . .. . .

z

f bv(i) f bv(1)

f bR(1)

f bR(2) f bL(2)
f bL(1)

x

z

(a) Vertical forces (b) Longitudinal forces

Figure 9: Calculation of the reaction forces applying to the
body

where Kbv and Kbl denote body stiffness in vertical and
longitudinal directions, respectively, and Dbv and Dbl are
viscous coefficients. Vectors ebv(i) and ebl(i) are unit vec-
tors along with the column direction. By summing the all
contributions up, total reaction force can be obtained.

We also consider friction forces between the body and
the terrain as well, assuming dynamic Column friction.
Letting fbv(i) = |f bv(i)|, friction force acting on i-th verti-
cal column is given by

f bt(i) = µbtfbv(i)et(i), (22)

where µbt denotes dynamic friction coefficient between the
vertical column and the terrain, and et(i) means the unit
vector along with the slip direction.

4.3 Equation of motion of the rover
Some rovers have body joints to increase the traversabil-

ity. Equation of motion of such rovers can be described as
follows:

M




p̈B

ω̇B

φ̈

θ̈


 + h =




fB

nB

n
τ


 + JT f , (23)

where M denotes inertia matrix, pB denotes body posi-
tion, ωB is body angular velocity, φ is body joint angle,
θ represents wheel rotation angle, h denotes Coriolis and
centrifugal forces and gravity force term, fB and nB mean
total force and moment acting on the body, respectively, n
denotes moment acting on the body joint, τ is wheel driv-
ing torque, J is Jacobian matrix, and f means total force
and moment acting of the wheels from the terrain.

5 Simulation and Experiment
5.1 Purpose of simulation and experiment

To evaluate the traversability of rovers in computer sim-
ulation, simulation results should well agree with the real
experiment. There are mainly two factors to determine the
simulation accuracy, i.e. terrain model and contact dynam-
ics model. In the previous sections, we have introduced



(a) Top view (b) Side view

Figure 10: Rover with large wheels (D = 90[mm])

(a) Top view (b) Side view

Figure 11: Rover with small wheels (D = 60[mm])

the fBm model of terrain and the contact dynamics mod-
eling. To validate the proposed method, we evaluate the
traversability of a rover in computer simulation on two dif-
ferent terrains that have been actually set up in our labo-
ratory. Then, we conducted real experiments to check the
actual traversability of the rover on these terrains.

5.2 Rover and terrains
5.2.1 Rover
Figures 10 and 11 show the overview of the rover used in
the experiment. The rover has four wheels each of which
can be driven by a DC motor independently. Two 8086
compatible CPU boards, two interface boards and two
PWM driver boards are mounted on the rover, and CPU
boards control the wheels. Two different size of wheels,
90[mm] (Fig.10) or 60[mm] (Fig.11) diameter, can be at-
tached to the rover. The wheels, which are originally for
radio control toy vehicles, have rubber tires.

The rover body has two parts connected by a free joint
supported by ball bearings. This free joint motion can
be disabled by attaching an aluminum plate to the body
(Fig.10) or enabled by removing it (Fig.11). Figure 12
shows a CAD model of the rover used in the computer
simulation, which well illustrates the configuration of the
rover. The body size is roughly 250[mm]×250[mm]. The
distance between the wheel axis center and the bottom

Figure 12: Rover model used in simulation

(a) Gravel terrain (b) Chopped brick terrain

Figure 13: Two terrains used in the experiment

Figure 14: Size comparison between wheels and terrain
components

of the gear unit, which may collide with the terrain, is
15[mm]. Therefore, the road clearance becomes 60[mm]
with the large wheel and 45[mm] with the small wheel.

5.2.2 Terrains
We prepared two different terrains in our laboratory. One
of them is gravel terrain and the other is chopped brick
terrain as shown in Fig.13. Terrain area is approximately
1[m]×1[m] for both terrains. The size of gravel is approx-
imately 1 to 3[cm], and the chopped bricks are sized 5 to
10[cm]. Figure 14 shows two pieces of the gravel and a
piece of the chopped brick together with the two wheels to
compare these sizes.

5.2.3 Terrain parameter identification
We captured terrain surface profile by a laser range finder
(TDS-3100 by Pulstec Industrial Co.,LTD) and identified
fBm parameters by plotting the power spectrum densities
of the captured surface data. Figures 15 and 16 show the
profile of the scanned surface and plots of the power spec-
trum densities with the regression line. Table 1 shows the
identified fBm parameters.
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Figure 15: Gravel terrain data
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Figure 16: Chopped brick terrain data

Table 1: Identified fBm parameters

H σ
Gravel 0.33 0.0035

Chopped brick 0.36 0.0080
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Figure 17: Setup of the simulation

Table 2: Parameters used in the simulation
(a) Body parameters

Mass of center joint&link [kg] 0.23
Mass of body (each half) [kg] 1.8
Gain Kp [Nms/rad] 0.0020

Desired velocity ωd [rad/s] 3.0
Vertical body stiffness Kbv [N/m] 1200
Vertical body viscosity Dbv [Ns/m] 200
Longitudinal body stiffness Kbl [N/m] 500
Longitudinal body viscosity Dbl [Ns/m] 50
Dynamic friction coefficient µbt 0.4

(b) Wheel parameters
Wheel diameter [mm] 60 90
Wheel mass [kg] 0.03 0.1
Wheel width [mm] 25 55
Radial wheel stiffness Kv [N/m] 5000 3000
Radial wheel viscosity Dv [Ns/m] 200 200
Longitudinal wheel stiffness Ct [N/slip] 150 50
Lateral wheel stifness Cα [N/rad] 500 500
Longitudinal friction coefficient µx 0.6 0.9
Lateral friction coefficient µy 0.8 1.2
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Figure 18: Simulation example (free body joint with large
wheels on chopped brick terrain)
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Figure 19: Simulation example (fixed body joint with small
wheels on gravel terrain)

5.3 Simulation
Using the identified parameters, we made fBm terrain

models and simulate the traversability of the rover. Corre-
sponding to the real rover, each wheel is controlled by the
following scheme:

τi = Kp(ωd − ωi) (i = 1 · · · 4), (24)

where τi denotes the joint torque of i-th wheel and ωi de-
notes angular velocity of i-th wheel. ωd means the de-
sired angular velocity. Sampling time for direct dynamics
computation is 0.5[ms] and motor control sampling time is
3[ms], which also corresponds to the real rover.

Figure 17 illustrates the setup of the simulation. The
rover starts from the starting area heading towards the goal
area. The terrain area is 1[m]×1[m] and the rover can go
anywhere inside this terrain area until reaching the goal.
However, if the rover goes out of this terrain area (OUT
area) or gets stuck at certain location for more than one
second, this trial is judged as failure.

We simulated with two terrains (gravel and chopped
brick), two wheel sizes (60[mm] and 90[mm]) and two
body configurations (free body joint and fixed body joint),
resulting with eight combinations in total, 30 times for
each. Table 2 shows the parameters used in the simula-
tion. We consulted [2] to determine some of the wheel
parameters. Figures 18 and 19 show some examples of the
simulation. Table 3 shows the result of simulation.

5.4 Experiment
Using the real terrains and the real rover, we conducted

real experiments with the same eight combinations, 30



Table 3: Success rate in simulation

Chopped brick Gravel
D=90[mm], FREE 90% 100%
D=90[mm], FIXED 68% 100%
D=60[mm], FREE 13% 80%
D=60[mm], FIXED 12% 91%

Figure 20: Snapshot of the experiment

times for each, corresponding to the simulation. Figure
20 shows a snapshot of the experiment. Table 4 show the
success rate in the experiment.

5.5 Discussion
Compared with the result of simulation and that of ex-

periment, we can say that tendencies are well matched.
For example, larger wheel and free body joint show better
traversability than smaller wheel and fixed joint, match-
ing to our expectations. However, when the rover had the
small wheels (30[mm]), the body joint could not increase
the traversability, because the main reason to get stuck was
the collision of the body with the terrain.

Mismatch between simulation and experiment results is
more evident when the small wheel was used on the gravel
terrain. Main reason would be the imprecise modeling of
body collisions. In the simulation, we assumed a rigid ter-
rain surface and the rover easily gets stuck when its body
collides with the terrain. However, the real gravel terrain is
easily deformed after the rover passes through or when the
rover body collides with it. Therefore, the rover can often
traverse the terrain in the experiment, even if the body col-
lides with the terrain. Deformation model of terrain is one
of the future works. Precise modeling of surface property
such as friction is also necessary.

Please note that modeling these aspects is necessary any-
way even if we do not use the fBm terrain model. We be-
lieve that fBm model would become more effective when
these aspects can be modeled more precisely.

Table 4: Success rate in experiment

Chopped brick Gravel
D=90[mm], FREE 93% 100%
D=90[mm], FIXED 62% 100%
D=60[mm], FREE 0% 100%
D=60[mm], FIXED 0% 85%

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a simulation model of un-

even terrains based on fractional Brownian motions for
evaluating traversability of mobile robots. The proposed
simulation framework could be helpful for designing a
planet rover that can robustly traverse on a target terrain.
The proposed model would also be helpful to compare the
traversability of various types of vehicles (such as wheeled
or caterpillar) on various types of terrains and to invent a
novel mobile mechanism.
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